
Describe two features of the Battle of Stamford Bridge.

Who won the Battle of Hastings?

Name the main soldiers of each side in the Battle of Hastings.

When was the Battle of Hastings?

What was William Duke of Normandy’s claim to the throne?

Describe two features of the Battle of Gate Fulford.

Title: Why did William win at the Battle of Hastings?

Learning Objectives
-Describe the tactics used by William and Harold in the Battle of Hastings. 
-Explain why William won the Battle of Hastings. 
-Assess the most important reason why William won the Battle of Hastings. 



Describe two features of the Battle of Stamford Bridge.
Tactics: shield wall used by English, Viking berserker on the bridge hold off English, 
Hardrada and Tostig death, Hardrada surprised by Godwinson

Who won the Battle of Hastings? William

Name the main soldiers of each side in the Battle of Hastings.
William: knights, cavalry, infantry, foot soldiers. Harold: Housecarls, the Fyrd

When was the Battle of Hastings? 14th October 1066

What was William Duke of Normandy’s claim to the throne? Promised 
by Edward on death, embassy to Normandy by Harold 1064

Describe two features of the Battle of Gate Fulford. Hardrada vs 
earls Edwin and Morcar, Viking victory (loss of some soldiers and confidence 
boost)

Title: Why did William win at the Battle of Hastings?

Learning Objectives
-Describe the tactics used by William and Harold in the Battle of Hastings. 
-Explain why William won the Battle of Hastings. 
-Assess the most important reason why William won the Battle of Hastings. 



Title: Why did William win at the Battle of Hastings?

Learning Objectives
-Describe the tactics used by William and Harold in the Battle of Hastings. 
-Explain why William won the Battle of Hastings. 
-Assess the most important reason why William won the Battle of Hastings. 

Individual liberty, 
rule of law Is it ever 

acceptable to 
use force to 
take power?



Your Task

• Read through the recap of the 
Battle of Hastings

• Fill in the gaps using the words at 
the bottom of the sheet

• Some of you also have 5 spelling 
and 5 grammar mistakes to find. 

CHALLENGE: What was the most 
important event of the battle? Explain.

4 minutes



The Battle of _________ was an important battle in 1066 between Harold ___________ and William of 
Normandy. 

Harold had his famous _________ soldiers armed with axes and the fyrd which had been called to help 
defend England. William had foot soldiers, archers and _________ in his army.

At the start of the battle Harold was at the top of a ____ and William was at the bottom. First, William sent 
his foot soldiers up the hill. The English held a strong shield wall and the Norman soldiers found it hard to 
break through. After a _______ spread that William himself had been killed some of the Norman soldiers 
panicked and ran away. 

Some of the inexperienced English fyrd chased after them down the hill, away from the __________ of the 
shield wall. The fleeing Norman soldiers then turned around and, with the help of the Norman cavalry, they 
killed lots of Harold’s soldiers. 

The Normans were now winning, William had his archers fire up and over the English shield wall, Harold 
Godwinson was fighting with his soldiers when he got hit in the eye by an _______ and killed. ________ had 
won and became king of England!

cavalry  /  arrow  /  hill  /  housecarl  /  William  /  Godwinson  /  rumour  /  protection  /  Hastings

Tick or correct answers in Green Pen

Hastings Godwinson

housecarl
cavalry

hill

rumour

protection

arrow William



On your whiteboards:

What is one reason why William of Normandy 
won the battle?



There are four main arguments that can be 
identified for William’s victory:

William won 
because of his 

excellent 
leadership skills

William won 
because of his 

superior strategy 
and tactics

William won 
because of 

Harold made 
some serious 

mistakes

William won 
because Harold 
was incredibly 

unlucky



Sort the boxes into the four main arguments. 

William won 
because of his 

excellent 
leadership skills

William won 
because of his 

superior strategy 
and tactics

William won 
because of 

Harold made 
some serious 

mistakes

William won 
because Harold 
was incredibly 

unlucky

L for Leadership T for Tactics M for Mistakes U for Unlucky

EXTENSION: Complete the challenge question on your sheet



Harold was wounded and 
killed by an arrow at the 

Battle of Hastings

William used a tactic of a 
false retreat to break the 
Saxon shield wall and lure 
the English down the hill

When Harold took the 
throne of England he had 
to face two other strong 
rivals who wanted to be 

king.

When Harold heard that 
William and landed he 
rushed to fight him as 

quickly as he could 
instead of taking his time 

to prepare.

Harold’s inexperienced 
fyrd soldiers disobeyed his 

orders to remain in the 
shield wall.

William risked crossing 
the sea with 2000 horses 
by boat, something which 

had never been done 
before.

Harold had to rush north 
to fight Harald Hardrada

because his northern 
armies couldn’t defeat the 

Vikings.

The wind changed 
direction allowing William 

to sail to England while 
Harold was in the north 
fighting Harald Hardrada

Harold’s plan to surprise 
William was blown when 

he let Norman scouts spot 
his army and warn 
William, giving him 

enough time to prepare

Harold fought at Hastings 
with a weakened army 

which had just fought the 
Battle of Stamford Bridge. 

Harold fought at Hastings 
with an exhausted army 

which had been forced to 
walk nearly 200 miles.

William inspired his men 
to fight by lifting his 

helmet to show them that 
he was still alive 

U T U M

U L U U

M U U L





Start the discussion:
• I believe that ___ because...
• In my opinion ___ because...
• One argument may be that ___ because...
• I’d like to make the point that…

Agree:
• I support your point that ___ because of…
• Your opinion is reasonable because...
• I agree with your statement because...
• Your argument is a valid one because...

Build:
• Building on what... said...
• In addition to ...’s statement...
• I agree with your point, but should add that…
• Your argument is a good one, however it needs...

Challenge:
• This opinion could be questioned because…
• My own view is contrasting with yours because...
• I would like to challenge your argument because...
• I disagree with your statement for a number of 

reasons...

What is the most significant reason why William won the 
Battle of Hastings? 

(Leadership / Tactics / Luck / Mistakes)



Explain why William won the Battle of Hastings. You may use the following in your answer: 
-Luck 
-Leadership. 

Paragraph 1:

“The most significant reason why William won the Battle of Hastings was…”
(Luck / Skills / Leadership / Harold’s mistakes) 

Give two examples to support your argument (Use your sheet for ideas)

Explain why this meant William won.

EXTENSION: Paragraph 2 / 3: Repeat for two other reasons. 



You are William. 

You have finally beaten Harold Godwinson at the Battle of Hastings.

But what do you do next?
Explain your answer on your whiteboard.



Reflection:
Think about your answer. What is one thing you 
did well and one thing you can improve on?

In this answer something I 
did well is…

I wrote in clear paragraphs

I gave a reason why William won

I used an example to support my 
point

I explained my example using 
connectives (because, this means 
that, as a result)

I linked my paragraphs together

To do even better I need 
to…

Write in clear paragraphs

Give a reason why William won

Use examples to support my point

Explain my example using 
connectives (because, this means 
that, as a result)

Link my paragraphs together
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